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four synthetic communities of varying complexity consisting of known 16S rRNA gene
amplicons of human GI-tract associated phylotypes, were created.

In order to assess:
 the effect of raw sequencing errors on

taxonomic classification
 the overall sequencing quality
 the quantification potential

(qualitative* & quantitative** )
 to establish a read abundance threshold

(sequencing depth)

Genus-level classifications of the 4 mock 
communities.

*
**



Results 
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Pearson correlations vs EXPECTED at increasing phylogenetic resolution
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Taxonomic analysis reveals high reproducibility and high correlation with predicted 
composition at family level

Order and family level classifications are very well correlated to the EXPECTED profiles
(0.89 +/- 0.07) (B). At genus level, however, lower correlations of 0.64 +/- 0.08 were
observed due to ambiguous classification at genus level and lack of genus level
classification for some OTUs.

Reproducibility of taxon assignment at the family level is very high and
reproducibility at all taxonomic levels is extremely consistent within a region,
although the 5′ and 3′ regions lead to somewhat different assignments.

Mock communities cluster separately by sequenced region and sample origin
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Hierarchical clustering of MC samples using Bray-Curtis distance, with node labels showing
bootstrap support. All regions cluster separately, and within region all MCs and technical
replicates cluster together, with MC1 being more different. Only V6 cannot distinguish between
MC2 and MC3

CONCLUSIONS

• HiSeq2000 Sequencing of 16S 
rRNA gene amplicons reveals 
accurate and highly reproducible 
profiles 

• V4 region profiling is superior 
over V5-V6 region


